
A selection of illustrative problems

Ceskd illohy {achovd contains 320 problems (20 two-movers, 198 three-movers, 76 four-movers, 9 five-movers, and
17 self-mates). To have reproduced them all would have made this booklet unduly expensive, and so I asked
Vladimir Kos to make a representative selection. In doing so, he wrote that it was a pity the book did not contain
more problems by Traxler, but the book appeared very early in Traxler's composing career and only a few of his
problems appear in it. Similarly, there is nothing by Havel or Mach.

Pospi5il gives just the bare solutions, and the commentary that follows is my own. For convenience, I allow
myself the modern term "model mate" as a shorthand for "pure and economical mate". I normally dislike even
jargon as simple as this, but the term has long been established in chess problem literature in English and the gain
in economy is such that it would be stupid not to adopt it.

The two-mover provides limited scope for Bohemian methods, but Jan
Dobruskf's I has become famous. The key I Qbl waits and deals with the king
flights (1...Kc4/Ke4 2 Qxd3, l...Kc6 2 Ne7), but it is in the moves of the Black
knight that the interest lies. Any move of this knight allows the White bishop,s
guard through to c4 and in principle we might expect either Qb7 or Qhl to
follow, but in fact we have l...Nb4/NbZ 2 Qhl only, l...Nc1/Nel/Nf2/Nf4
2 Qb7 only, 1...Ne5 2 Ne7, and 1...Nc5 2 Nb4. Later theoreticians would regard
this as an example of "dual avoidance with two corrections", but it can just as

well be regarded simply as an elegant and accurate assembly of four model mates
determined by the moves of a Black knight. Pospi5il gives no source, but
elsewhere I have seen the problem cited as from Deutsche Schachzeiturg 1880.

2, also by Jan Dobruskf, is perhaps less impressive although still elegant. The
ambush key I Qe8 leaps to the experienced eye even though it gives a flight and
makes no immediate threat, but it leads to 1...Kb5 2 Nxc3, l...Rb-- 2 Rc4 (with
a pin-mate after l...Rbb5), and l...Ra-- 2 Ra6 with a pin-mate after 1...Rab5.
Unfortunatelythe mates by Ra6 are impure because of the double guard on a3,
but the double-check mates after l...Rd4/../Rh4 and 1...Rb6/../Rb9 are pure
even by modern standards since both checks are necessarv and onlv the Black
king's own square is doubly attacked.

The three-mover soon became recognized as the ideal vehicle for Bohemian
methods; it offers scope for varied play without burdening either composer or
solver with excessive difliculty. Dobruskf's 3 has a sacrificial key I eg4 which
takes one flight but gives another, and the natural capture 1...Nxg4 leads to
2 RxeT+ with a pleasant pair of model mates: 2...Kf5 3 Be4 and 2...Kd6 3 Bb4.
2 RxeT+ Kd6 3 Bb4 is now seen to be a threat, and there is a second threat in
2 Qe4+ Kd6 3 Qxe7. But both threats are ingeniously met by 1...e6, and it may
take a little time to find the second sacrifice 2 Qxd4+ Kxd4 3 Bc3 with a near-
exact knight's-move echo of the mate after l...Nxg4 2 RxeT+ Kf5. There is yet
another model mate in the line 1...Nf5 2 RxeT+ NxeT 3 Bf4. Mopping-up lines:
l...Kd6 2 Rc6+, l...Nd5 2 Rc6/Rd7.

4 features another sacrificial key, 1 Qd8, which is not the most obvious of
moves even though it threatens immediate mates by Qf6 and Re4 and provides for
the king flight (l...Kx?f 2 Qf6+). The capture 1...Qxd8 now leads to the pretty
model mate 2 Rf5+ Kd4 3 Nc2, but the mate after l...Rxd8 is not a model
(2 Re4+ etc). The star lines lie elsewhere: 1...gxf4 2 Qd6+ Nxd6 3 Bc3 and
1...f5 (guarding e4 and blocking the White rook's guard of f6) 2 Qf6+ Kxf6
3 Nxg4 with a pin mate.
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Still with Dobruskf, the key of 5 is I Nh4 threatening2 Ng4+ Rxg4 3 ef5,
and echoed model mates follow l...Bxn/Bxh4 capturing the key knight or the
threat piece: 2 Qf4+ Ihrf4 and either 3 Rd4 or 3 Rf6 as appropriate. In each
case, only the square occupied by the Black king is doubty covered, and both
checks are necessary. A second pair of echoed model mates appear in the lines
1...h5 2 Qf5+ Rxf5 3 Ng6 and 1...8c8 (whose enor is to unguard d3, the
apparently harmful interference on the line g8-b8 being irrelevant) 2 ee4+ Nxe4
3 Nxd3. The mopping-up lines are mainly a matter of exploiting further
unguards (for example, l...Qxb8 is met by 2 ed5+), but note that l...ec4 and
1...Qf/ must be met specifically by 2 Rd7+.

Dobruskf's airy 6 took first prize in the sixth tourney (lgg5) of the praha
periodical svdtopr. As set, 1...Kd4 can be met by the unusual model mate
2 Bf6+ Kc5 3 Qh5, but l...Kbs needs attention and the ambush key I Bdg
provides it in splendid style: l...KbS 2 ec6+ Rxc6 3 Ra5. There are two
threats, 2 Ra5+ and 2 Qh5+, the first leading to a pin-model mate in one line,
and l...Be2 forces this (2 Ra5+ Kb6 3 Nc4). There is also a pure but
uneconomical mate after l...Re7 2 Qc6+ Kd4 3 Nf3. However, it is the sparkling
line l...Kb5 2 Qc6+ which is the heart of the problem.

Karel Fiala's even more airy 7 received an Honourable Mention rn the
tournament of the "Lusatia" club at zhoielice in lgg5. The key here is the
straightforwardly attacking move I Nb6 which takes a flight, but it exposes the
knight to capture and there is a pleasant model mate in the line l...cxb6 2 Nd3+
Ka5 3 Qa8. Another model occurs in the threat2 ed2+ Kc5 3 Nbd7, and there
are two more after the remaining king flights: l...Kas 2 eag+ ItKb6 3 Nd7 and
l...Kc5 2 Qn+ Kb4 3 Nc6.

8 is another airy creation by Fiala. This time the key 1 Nc5 gives a second
flight, but it threatens 2 Nd7+ Kg5 3 Bd2 and we have l...Kg5 Z BdZ+ KI6
3 Nd7 (meeting a king move by reversing the moves of the threat is quite
common in Bohemian problems and should normally be regarded as a weakness,
though it often provides the simplest method of providing the required mate) and
l...Ke5 2 Nd3+ with the near-echo mares 2...Kf6 3 Be7 and z...Kdl 3 Bc5. The
second of these mates is more closely echoed in the line l...Bd4 2 Ne4+ Ke5 3
Bd6, and we also have the switchback line l...Bc3 2 Bxc3+ Kg5 3 Ne6.

In Jiii ChocholouS's 9, 1...Kd5 is set with the model mate 2 ed7+ Kc5
3 Qfs, but l...Kf5 is met with the short mate 2 eg4. The key 1 Rg4 perserves the
former but destroys the latter, the equally short mate 2 ed7 appearing in its place.
The threat is 2 Qg8+ with two model mate lines 2...Kf5 3 ecg and 2...Kd7
3 Rg7, the latter having a similar feel to the mate after l...Kd5 though the mates
are not sufficiently alike to be classed as echoes, and a fourth model appears after
l-..fs 2 Kg8 fxg4 3 Qfli. A non-Bohemian would critic,ize this lasr line on the
grounds that the move 2...fxg4 serves no defensive purpose (the mate 3 efz is
already threatened and 2...fxg4 merely refines it into a model), but Bohemian
theorists have always been willing to consider such mates as a valid part of the
thematic play. Mopping-up lines: l...cS 2 Re4+ Kd5 3 eb7, 1...Nd4 2 Rxd4.
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10 - Mate in three

Chocholou5's 10 gained second Honourable Mention in the first international
tourney of the Bohemian Chess Association, held in Praha in 1886. This is not
easy to solve. The Black king has no flight square in the diagram, but the key
I Qf8 allows him to play 1...Kxe5 and the reply is not obvious: 2 BR! But it
threatens 3 Nac6, and if the king returns to d4 the other knight mates instead
(2...Kd4 3 Ndc6). The key threatens 2 Qn+ Ike5 3 Nc4, and the natural
defensive move I...RII allows the fourth model mate 2 Nxb3+ Ike5 3 d4.

Black can also defend by guarding the mating square c4. 1...Nb2 merely
allows 2 Nxb3+ again, but 1...Nb6 leads to a fifth model mate and perhaps the
star of the show: the sacrificial 2 Qc5+ I(xc5 3 Ne6, exploiting the self-block on
b6.

Chocholou5's 11 gained an Honourable Mention in the tourney of the
Deutscher Schachbund at Niirnberg in 1883. The captures l...Kxds and 1...Kxe5
need attention, and I Nd8 duly provides it: 1...Ike5 2 Qf4+ Ikd5 3 c4 (a model
mate using all the remaining White men except the king) and 1...Kxd5 2 Qe2
with two mates (the threat 3 c4, again using all the White men except the king,
and 2...Rxe5 3 Qd3). We now see that 2 Qf4+ is a threat, which leads to the
remaining play: 1...Ne6 2 Qd3+ Kxe5 3 Nf7, 1...g5 2 QeZ+ Kf5 3 Ne7 (or
2...Kxd5 3 c4 as previously), and l...Rf5 2 Qe2+ and again the same. The
computer tells me that 2 Bb8/Bc7 /Bd6/Bh2 are also threats (they threaten 3 Qd3
and if 2...Rxd5 then 3 Q?1), but these threats do not affect the play and if they are
thought undesirable the addition of a Black pawn on d2 will remove them.

Jan Kotrd's 12 brings us back to the world of the lightweights. The key 1 Bd3
waits and gives the Black king a second flight, and aft.er l...axb2 we have 2 Bc2+
with an "ideal" mate in the line 2...Kc3 3 Qc6 (the mate is a model and all the
men on the board take part, including the White king and all pawns). 2...Kc4
3 Qc6 and 2...Ka2 3 Qa8 are further model mates in this variation, though the
latter would be dull were it not for the queen-to-the-corner move. The king
moves also lead to subvariations: 1...Ka4 2 Qd5 with an a-hle model mate from
below in the line 2...urb2 3 Qt2, and 1...Ka2 2 Qc2 with an echo of this mate in
2...axb2 3 Qa4. Pospi5il does not draw any particular attention to 2...Kal 3 Qbl
in this last line, even though technically it is a further model mate.

In Kotrd's 13, the key I Qd2 provides for the king flight (1...Kf5 2 Qf4+) and
threatens 2 Qh6+, but why not simply 1...Nxd2? The answer is the model mate
2 Nd4+ Kd5 3 Bc6. There is an echo of this mate in the line 1...Ng4 2 Nf4+ Kf5
3 896, and a second sacrifrce and third model mate after 1...Ne4 2 Qd5+ Kxd5
3 Nf4. If l...Nd3+/Ndl then 2 Q(x)d3.

The king flight in Eduard Mazel's 14 is set with a reply (1...Kb5 2 Nc7+), but
the key I Qc8 abandons this and gives Black a second flight. The short mate
2 Qxc6 is threatened and 1...d2 extends this to the full-length model mate line
2 Qxc6+ Kd3 3 Nf4, and if Black takes the new flight, 1...Ikd5, we have 2 Qf5+
with two more model mates (2...Kc4 3 Qc5 and 2...Kd6 3 Bc5). But what about
the original flight 1...Kb5, since the reply 2 Nc7* no longer works? The answer
is the sacrifice2 Qa;6+, with a fourth model mate if the queen is taken (2...Kxa6
3 Nc7).
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15 - Mate in three

Mazel's 15 won third prize in the tourney of the Kgbenhavn periodical
"Nationaltidende" in 1884. The king flights l...Ke4 and 1...Kxlil need attention,
and the straightforward attacking key I Ng5 prevents the first and provides for the
second in a routine manner (l...Kxf)+ 2 Qd4+). It also threatens 2 Qd5+ Kxf4
3 Qe4, and the natural reply 1...hxg5 leads to the model mate 2 Qd5+ Kxf4
3 Bxg5. However, much more interesting are the sacrifice lines which arise when
Black tries to defend the threat square d5: 1...Bf7 2 Qxd6+ Ikd6 3 Nxfl7
(model) and l...Ne3 2 Qd4+ Kxd4 3 Bf6. If l...Nxfl+ then 2 Qal+ Kd5 3 c4, pure
but uneconomical.

16 brings us to the work of Pospi5il himself. The key I Ke8 sets up two
threats, 2 Nd7+ Kf4 3 Bd2 and 2 Ng6+ Kf6 3 Bd8, but in fact no Black move
allows both of them and the actual play is wholly accurate. The moves which
defeat both threats give the lines 1...d5 2Bc7+ Kf6 3 Nh7, 1...Kf6 2 Bd8+ Ke5
3 Ng6, 1...d3 2 Bc3+ Kf4 3 Ne6, and 1...Kf4 2 Bdz+ Ke5 3 Nd7, and rhe knight
on f8 gives a model mate from each of its four possible squares.

Pospi5il's 17 has a prominent axis of symmetry, which is accentuated by the
key I Ng2. This guards f4 and so threatens 2 Ne7+ and 3 Qd5, and 2 Nxe3* and
2 Nf4+ are also threats. Only four moves defeat all these threats: the captures on
92, giving 1...8xg2 2 Qd7+ Kc4 3 Na5 and the symmetrically equivalent
1...Qxg2 2 Qb5+ Ke6 3 Nd8, and the king flights, which lead to 1...Kc4 2 Qa6+
Kd5 3 Nf4 and 1...Ke6 2 Qc8+ Kd5 3 Nxe3. But it is perhaps a pity that the
mates after 2...Kb3 and 2...Kfl are not models also (that after 1...Kc4 2 Qa6+
Kb3 3 Nd4 is pure, but the idle knight on 92 prevents it from being economical).

In Pospi5il's 18, the immediate attack I Kb7 threatening mate by 2 Bb6 is
met by 1...d5 creating a prospective flight square on d6, and the key is the curious
move 1 Bd8. This threatens 2Kb7 and 3 Bb6, because now 2...d5 canbe met by
3 Be7. The knight on e5 is tied to the defence of c4, and the principal defences
are three-fold: l...axb5 2 Qa7+ Kb4 3 BaS with an interesting mate in which
White obstructs his own queen, 1...Nd2 2 Qxa3+ Kxb5 3 Ba4 with a near-echo
of the same mate, and the sacrifice line 1...Nc3 2 Qd4+ Kxd4 3 Bb6.

The king flight in Pospi5il's 19 is set with a reply (1...Kxd6 2 Qf8+ erc), so it
comes as a surprise that the key I Nf5 takes away this flight and gives him one on
c4 instead. There is now a curious quiet threat by 2 Be6 (or 2 Bfl /Bg8) and
3 Qf8, and Black's principal defences bring his queen offthe a-hle so that she can
give check on her second move. However, each of these moves turns out to block
a square needed by the Black king, and we have 1...Qb4 2 BdA+ Ikc4 3 Qg8,
1...Qc3 2 Be7+ Kxc4 3 Qg8, and 1...Qb3 2 QE+ Ikc4 3 Ne3. There remains
the new flight 1...Kxc4, met by 2 Ne3+ Kc5 3 Qf8.
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20 - Mate in three

Pospi5il's 20 took second prize in the Svdtopr tourney of 1885. The key
I Qb7 threatens immediate mate by 2 NR, and the natural reply 1...Nxb7 leads
to 2 Nc4+ Ke4 3 B. Other model mate lines are 1...Rxf2 2 Qd5+ Nxd5 3 Nd3
and l...Re3 2 Qe4+ Nxe4 3 Nc4 (the companion line 2...Rxe4 3 NB is not
pure), and there is a pure but not economical mate after l...Bxg5 2 Nf3+ Kf6
3 hxes. If l...Nf5 then 2 Qc6.

The well-known 21, again by Pospi5il, took first prize in the Bohemian Chess
Association tourney of 1886. The key I Na4 concedes a flight-capture but sets up
the double threat 2 Nb6+/Nc7+ Kxe4 3 Qe3, and one of Black's defensive
resources is to put a guard on e3: 1...Qg3/Qh3 2 Qd6+ exd6 3 Nxf6. The
companion sacrifice on c5 occurs in the line 1...Bd4 2 Qc5+ Bxc5 3 Nc3, and if
1...Be5 we have a third model mate in 2 Nc7+ BxcT 3 Nc3. This mate also
appears after 1...Qxf2/Qxg4 2 Nxf6+ exf6 3 Nc3, and a most unexpected fourth
model appears after 1...c5 2 Nc3+ Bxc3 3 Qa8. The frfth model 1...Kxe4
2 Qe3+ Kd5 3 Nb6 concludes the thematic play, but one constructional detail is
worth a passing mention: l...Bb3 is met by 2 f3 creating four threats, but this
does not work with the bishop still on a2 because I .. .b4 would defeat them all!

22, our last example by Pospi5il, took frrst prize in the 1886 tourney of the
British Chess Association. The key I Be8 puts an ambush on b5 but makes no
threat (Pospi5il was right to send a waiter to a British tourney!) and the first
thematic line is 1...c5 2 Qxc5+ Nxc5 3 Nb6. The rest of the principal mates are
pure but not economical. Nondescript moves of the knight on 95, say 1...Nh3,
allow the second sacrifice 2 Qxb3+ Ikb3 3 Bf7, and the corrective move l...Ne6
is met by 2 Ne5+ Kd5 3 Bc6 exploiting the self-block on e6. This mate is
echoed, although without a self-block, in the line l...Kd5 2 Nf6+ Ke6 3 Bd7, and
there is another pure mate in the line 1...c6 2 Qd6 Kb5 3 Qd3. And there is a

third queen sacrifice in the line l...Kb5 2 Qxa4*, but the resulting mate is both
uneconomical and dualized.

23, by Karel Pospi5il, is an amusing lightweight. The key 1 Qa3 gives a
second flight on d4, but it is met by a short mate and the threat 2 Qxg3+ Kd4
3 Qc3 is also straightforward. The interesting play starts with 1...d4 2 Qa5+ d5
3 Qc7, and the line 1...f5 2 Qxg3+ f4 3 QxgT is similar in spirit if not an exact
echo. There remains 1...Kf4, met by the "en passant" pin mate 2 Qe3+ Ke5
3 d4.

Karel Pospi5il's 24 took third prize in the 1886 tourney of the Bohemian
Chess Association. The key I Qh2 sacrifices the queen and makes no threat, but
if the sacrifice is accepted the bishop on hl comes into play and we have 1...Nxh2
2 Nf5+ Kc5 3 Bd6. There is a second model mate in the lines 1...Nb2/Nf2
2 Q(xX2+ Kd5 3 Bxf3, but the remaining play, although sacrifrcial and
interesting, is either not quite pure or not quite economical. The line 1...Ne3
2 Qe5+ Nxe5 3 Ne6 exploits the self-block on e3, but the mate lacks one square
of purity; l...Bc5 2 Qe5+ Nxe5 3 Nf5 exploits the self-block on c5, but again the
mate lacks one square of purity; l...Bb6/Bb8 2 Qe5+ Nxe5 3 B(x)b6 exploits the
self-block on e5 and this time the mate is pure, but the knight is not used.
The king flights are straightforwardly met.
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Karel Traxler's 25 yields to I Qd2 threatening 2 Bc4+ Kxc5 3 Qe3 (or
2...Kxe5 3 Qi{) and the symmetrically equivalenl2 BeA+ Ifte5 3 Qc3, and both
of these lines are separately forced (for example, 2 Bc4+ by l...Ba5). There
remain 1...dxc5 2 Bc4+ Ifte5 3 Qf4 and this time the mate is a model, and
1...Kxc5 2 Qe3+ Kd5 3 Bc4; and of course the symmetric analogues 1...dxe5 2
Be4+ trkc5 3 Qb4 and 1...Kxe5 2 Qc3+ Kd5 3 Be4. This gives a toral of six
model mates, though the symmetry will not be to all tastes.

Jan Dobruskli's 26 introduces us to the four-movers. The key I Rc4 takes a

flight and threatens immediate mate by 2 Nf4, but the natural reply is l...Bxd3
and now we have a three-mover of some quality: 2 Nd7! This threatens 3 Nb6+
Ke6 4 Bd7 , a pure mate although not economical, and the captures on c4 lead to
three model mates: 2...1kc4 3 I\b6+ Kc5 4 Qgl (or 3...Kb3 4 Ba4), and
2...8xc4 3 Nf6+ (to cover the new flight on e4) and either 3...Ke6 4 Bd7 or
3...Kc5 4 Qgl. The second flight 2...Ke6 in this line leads to nothing of interest
(3 Qf6+ etc), but there is a fourth model mate if Black takes the other knight at
his first move: 1...exd5 2 Qxe5+ Kxc4 3 Bb5+ Kb3 4 Ncl. Mopping-up lines:
1...Ke6 2Bd7+ Kf6 3 Nf3+/Nfi+ Kg6 4 Nfil, 1...Ne2/Nh5 2 Qhl+ Ke6 3 Bd7+.

PospiSil's own 27 took frrst prize in the British Chess Association tourney of
1886. The key I Nexf6 threatens 2 BeA+ Ke3 (2...Kc4 allows immediate mate by
3 Qb5) 3 Qf4+ lkf4 4 Bd2, and the flight 1...Ke3 leads to a variation of this:
2 Qf4+ Kf4 3 Bd2+ Kf5 4 Be4. Another defensive move is 1 Nb7, which
prevents the mate on b5 after 2 Be4+ Kc4. White must now play 2 Qg8 with
various threats, and after the natural reply 2...Bx98 we have 3 Ng4; this threatens
4 Nde5, and if 3...Kc4 then 4 Nge5 and the other knight has mated instead.
Mopping-up lines: l...Bb4 2 Qxb4 etc,1...a62B,e4+ Kc4 3 Qd6/Qe5.

Karel Traxler's 28 yields to I Re4 with several threats of which 2 Qf5+ Kc6
3 Qb5+ Kc7 4 Rc4 is the most cogent. If 1...Bc3 we have 2 Qe2 (threatening
mate on c4) Bd4 3 Qb5+ and either 3...Bc5 4 Qb7 or 3...Kxe4 4 Qf5, and after
1...8b6 we have the companion line 2 Rc4 Bd4 3 Qf5+ Be5 4 Qf7 (or 3...Kxc4
4 Qb5, but this mate is not pure because of the Black pawn on b3). If 2...Nf6 in
this line then 3 e8Q. Mopping-up lines: 1...Bb4lNc7 2 Rc4 etc, 1...Kc5/Kc6
2 Rc4+ and the king is hunted down.

This ends the selection that Vladimir Kos made for me, but I cannot resist
adding Bediich Frohmann's superb three-mover 29, which was not one of the
book's 320 original examples but was slipped in at the end having won first prize
in the tourney of the G<iteborg periodical Arat Om. The key I Bcl threatens the
elegant model mate 2 Bbz+ Kf4 3 Qcl. Any move by the bishop on ff defeats this
threat by giving the Black king an escape square, but it also opens the line d5-g5,
and a nondescript move such as l...Bd3 allows 2 Qd5+ IGd6 3 Bg5. Black can try
to improve on this by playing l...Be4/Be6 guarding d5, but each of these moves
blocks his king and White can take advantage: 1...8e4 2 Ng4+ Kf5 3 Qd7 and
1...Be6 2 Qc3 Kf5 3 94. This is Bohemianism at its best, a collection of attractive
mates resulting from logical and harmonious play. If 1...Kd4 then 2 Qd5+.
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27 - Mate in four
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Some comments from a hundred years on

Pospi5il wrote very early in the history of the Bohemian school, as the illustrative problems bear witness, and it is
instructive to consider what has happened since.

In fact the principles expounded by PospiSil have remained wholly valid, but there have been two significant
developments: there has been an increased concentration on echoed mates, and various attempts have been made
to combine model mates with strategic play.

The increased concentration on echoed mates is largely a matter of emphasis, because echo problems are
certainly present in Ceskd tilohy iachovd although PospiSil draws no particular attention to them. Later, however,
the realization of echoes became a principal aim of Bohemian composition, and a large number of fine problems
resulted. In the words of Ilja Mikan, the echo represents "the pinnacle of Bohemian achievement".

The combination of model mates with strategic play has been numerically less fruitful, and the reason is
simple: it is very difficult to find mechanisms which combine the kind and degree of force needed to create
interesting strategical interplay with the economy of square control needed for pure mates. However, when
everything works the results can be very fine indeed, and I showed some splendid problems of this kind to the
British Chess Problem Society in 1996 (reprinted in Sachovri skladba, June 1996, and The Problemist, May 1997).

There has also been one less welcome development. Pospi5il stresses qualities such as "beauty', and
"harmony", but these are intangible and some commentators have come to regard the simple "yes or no" criteria
of purity and economy of mate as a suffrcient and complete statement of the aim to be achieved. Two aspects in
particular have been criticized by adherents of other schools: the regarding as "thematic" of a move which does
not defeat a threat but merely eliminates a superfluous man or guard so that the threatened mate becomes a
model, and the presentation of mates which are pure only by virtue of a White pawn which does nothing to fufther
the attack but merely blocks the line of a White piece and eliminates a double guard from a square further along.
Both are highlighted in Ilja Mikan's Dobrodrulstvi 64 poli (1973) as integral components of the Bohemian
method, and both are disliked by critics from almost every other school.

In fact Pospi5il says nothing about the move which fails to refute a threat and merely refines the subsequent
mate into a model, but if we examine the problems in Ceslcd illohy dachovd we frnd that relatively few of them rely
on such moves; most of the time, the model mates follow from genuinely defensive moves in a normal and
natural manner. And as regards the White pawn which merely obstructs one of its own pieces and so bestows
formal "purity" on an ugly and cluttered mate, Pospi5il's remarks in section 28 (page 9 of this translation) would
appear explicitly and uncompromisingly to condemn it. Such pawns may have become accepted in later
Bohemian work, but they had no place in the practice of the pioneers.

Indeed, reading Pospi5il with English eyes a century on, what strikes me most is his concern wit]n balance.
Yes, he stresses purity of mate in a way that a critic of another school would not and he insists that at least one
mate in the mainplay be pure, but this is far from saying that model mates are the be-all and end-all of a problem.
A natural starting position, surprising moves, harmonious variation play, beautiful mates, and a reasonable though
not excessive level of difficulty: all are important, and none should be emphasized at the expense of the others.
This, rather than the multiplication of model mates per se, is perhaps the true legacy of the Bohemians.

Let me frnish with a problem, published a little while after Ceskd illohy iachovd, which seems to me perfectly
to embody these principles. It is a mate in three, light as air:

The key is I Nd4, sacrificing the knight and replacing the dead-end flight on e6 by one which seems to lead
towards open country, and each of Black's three moves leads to a full-length line ending in a model mate:
1...Ikd4 2 Bf6+ Kd5 3 Nf4, 1...Kd5 2 NB Ke6 3 Nf4, and 1...d5 2 Be7 Kxd4 3 Bf6. With its fine key, its
complete accuracy, and a quiet second move in two of its three lines, this could have been composed by an
Englishman just as easily as by a Bohsmian. Was it? In fact it owes allegiance to neither; it was composed by a
Spaniard, Valentin Marin, for the second edition (1895) of Jean Preti's introductory French treatise ABC des
dchecs, and what could be better than the inclusion of such a problem in a textbook for chess beginners to bear out
Antonin Kvidala's opening remarks'about the worldwide diffusion of Bohemian ideals?
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